Ly6 vs l96

The rugged iron block 6. You also get the sturdy 4 th- gen full-floating connecting rods and a
boost-friendly 9. Most 6. It should be noted that the L96 engine is nearly identical to the LY6 ,
with the only difference being that the L96 came flex-fuel capable from the factory. This will
definitely free up a few horsepower and the V8 burble will make your ride the center of attention
at a stop light. Trucks often come with mechanical fans that sap horsepower. An electric fan kit
will free up that power. We recommend that you talk to your local chassis dyno tuner and
decide on a computer programmer. Raising the factory redline is a big part of this because it
allows your vehicle to be in the meat of the powerband longer. Torque limiting can be
completely shut off, shift points can be raised and it makes it easier to tune for a bigger cam
and injectors later on. Before beginning the tuning process, we recommend installing a colder
thermostat to open up the LY6 tuning window. What you need is a cam that delivers a gut-punch
right when the converter hits. We recommend a dedicated truck cam. If the engine is going in a
lighter car with deep rear-end gears and a high stall converter , you can be more aggressive
with duration. To maximize torque in the mid-range in a truck cam, manufactures close the
intake valve at about degrees. Turbo cams reduce overlap with less exhaust duration split in
relation to the intake. Beyond that,. The stock rockers are good up to lbs. You will want to install
a trunnion kit for added reliability. There are a few other parts needed for a LY6 cam swap such
as an LS2 timing chain , LS7 spec lifters , LS2 timing chain damper and thick-wall chromoly
pushrods. In general, an LY6 upgrade will involve adding boost or nitrous before starting any
serious work on the cylinder heads. Flex-fuel engine injectors are a common upgrade and good
injector characterization numbers are available to maximize idle quality. In-tank fuel pumps and
external pumps are popular, but mild fabrication will be required. When running boost, you can
use a water-methanol system to supply extra fuel and lower charge air temps. If you have a
power adder, the intake and 87mm throttle body can take a backseat for a while longer. The
factory truck-style manifold has long runners for better low-end torque and makes good power
from idle through 6, rpm. If you have the LY6 in a vehicle with deeper gears, bigger converter,
cam, and the rev limit bumped, you may want to trade a little of that low-end torque for some
top-end horsepower. If so, go with a tunnel ram. Gains of 35 whp are possible with the
crossover point starting at around 5, rpm. Ask your tuner about going with a speed density
tune. Doing so will remove the MAF restriction and will give you a bit more power. They have
stronger wristpins, thicker ring lands, and the added valve reliefs allow you to run big cams.
They can handle about hp and 7, rpm in boosted applications at least for a while. They are likely
to bend before they break when subjected to real track conditions. The main reason for going
with a stroker forged crank is for the added cubic inches. The extra cubes bring boost on
quicker which means you can use bigger and more-efficient turbos. Having your machine shop
sonic check your block is a good idea. You can make 1, hp with a couple of simple upgrades
like head studs and LS9 head gaskets. We are currently in the middle of releasing both an
Engine Spec guide and an Engine Upgrade guide for each of the LS and LS-based Vortec
engines which are obviously small blocks. Here is the closest thing we could find an engine
spec sheet for this monster 8. My question is do you have to change the lifters when u do a non
vvt cam? What transmissions mount to this engine. Will my Tremec bolt right up? Lastly what
clutch do I use,â€¦LS3? I will still have the LS3 for parts as they are needed, sensors etc. Thanks
again. I am swapping my silverado 5. What crank, rods, pistons, cam, bolts, rockers, heads, etc?
I have a lot of info to sort through here for a LSA Ly6. So what is the largest forged rods and
pistons that will fit in a LY6 without bore increase? I am completely rebuilding mine and want to
upgrade. I may end up boring the block up to 30 over but dont want to sacrifice reliability. This
truck is my primary work vehicle and it needs to last but it also need more power for towing. I
already have most of the valve train purchased except new valves and seats. Also looking for 1.
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of motors for the wrecked vehicles, but we get newer models. The same goes for the larger 6.

Though more expensive, upgrading to the 6. The workhorse LQ4 motors are the most prevalent,
followed by the high-compression LQ9s. Available since with iron LS heads no less , these 6.
Lucky for enthusiasts, these Gen IV versions are now becoming more commonplace. Not
surprisingly, they are more expensive than the usual 5. Compared in stock trim, the new
versions have a lot going for them, and even more once modified. To get things started, the
original LQ4 started in with iron heads. These were replaced sometime in with aluminum
versions. There is little, if any, difference in power between the iron and aluminum versions, but
the aluminum headed motors are definitely the ones to go for. The LQ4 offered a static
compression ratio of 9. Flow numbers confirm they are at least close in design, as the heads
flow every bit as well as the famous heads meaning around cfm. From a power standpoint, the
early LQ4s shared the same cam profile as the wimpy 5. Later versions were upgraded to the
more powerful LQ9 cam. The LQ4 and LQ9 versions of the 6. The LQ4 was rated between hp and
lb-ft of torque depending on the actual vehicle application. The LQ9 shared all the components
with the LQ4, but featured flat-top pistons. The slightly higher compression LQ9 was factory
rated at hp and the same lb-ft of torque. Fast forward to and the LY6 6. The Gen IV motors
received a different block and connecting rods that improved both head gasket sealing and the
strength of the reciprocating assembly. This fancy label described a mechanism that advanced
and retarded the cam timing. This was done under a variety of different conditions, ranging from
idle to cruise, and even through WOT. This was done to improve both idle quality, emissions
and overall power production. In addition to the VVT, the 6. The rec-port heads featured peak
flow numbers of cfm, a good cfm over the s used on the LQ4. The flow rate of the intake
manifold was improved partially thanks to a mm technically 87mm throttle opening and
matching DBW throttle body. The improvements to the LY6 increased the power output of the
workhorse 6. To find out the differences between the two 6. First up was the Gen 3 LQ4. This
example was equipped with the later LQ9 cam upgrade and was rebuilt to factory specs. The
rebuild entailed a ball hone, surface, and valve job for the stock heads. The truck intake
received a manual mm throttle body to replace the factory past DBW unit. Each test motor was
also run with long-tube headers, an aftermarket FAST XFI management system and tuned for
maximum power which they were not from the factory. The test motors were also run without
any accessories, air intake or full exhaust. Run in this manner and tuned to perfection, the stock
LQ4 produced peak numbers of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. It is obvious from the
power curve that this motor was built with low-speed in mind. Torque production from the 6.
This low-compression LS was designed for heavy hauling, and performed well, if customer
satisfaction is any indication. Up next was the LY6 6. Initially, some may question the use of the
larger, high-performance, rectangular-port heads on a low-rpm truck application, but the LY6
performed admirably. It should be pointed out that this test motor received a cam change to
eliminate the VVT, as we had no way to control the system without switching to the factory ECU.
Run with the fixed cam profile retarding the cam would improve peak power slightly , the
rec-port LY6 produced peak numbers of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Note that peak
power and torque occurred slightly higher than in the LQ4 by rpm , but the power output of the
LY6 was greater through the entire rev range. As expected, the gai
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ns were greatest higher in the rev range, but the test shows that time and technology certainly
march on, and grabbing an LY6 is certainly worth extra power over the LQ4. Better yet, the
rec-port heads and matching intake might just offer even greater power gains once you apply a
cam upgrade! The original LQ4 6. Though we saddled the LY6 with fixed cam timing, the extra
compression, head and intake flow all combined to improve the power output through the entire
curve. Where the LQ4 a rebuilt one at that produced hp and lb-ft of torque, the well-worn LY6
upped the ante to hp and lb-ft of torque. Despite the high-performance, rec-port heads, the LY6
offered more power through the entire rev range. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your
password? Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. The two
heads shared the same exhaust rockers. Attitude Adjustment: Valve Lash for Power. NEWS
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